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We develop and analyze an advanced concept for a domain-wall-based sensing of rotations. Moving
domain walls in n closed loops with n − 1 intersecting convolutions by rotating fields, we are able to sense
n rotations. By combining loops with coprime numbers of rotations, we create a sensor system allowing for
the total counting of millions of turns of a rotating applied magnetic field. We analyze the operation of the
sensor and identify the intersecting cross structures as the critical component for reliable operation.
Specifically, depending on the orientation of the applied field angle with the magnetization in the branches
of the cross, a domain wall is found to propagate in an unwanted direction, yielding failures and counting
errors in the device. To overcome this limiting factor, we introduce a specially designed syphon structure to
the controlled pinning of the domain wall before the cross and depinning and propagation only for a
selected range of applied field angles. By adjusting the syphon and the cross geometry, we find that the
optimized combination of both structures prevents failures in the full sensor structure yielding robust
operation. Our modeling results show that the optimized element geometry allows for the realization of the
sensor with cross-shaped intersections and an operation that is tolerant to inaccuracies of the fabrication.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.8.044004
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic domain walls in soft ferromagnetic conduits
have been under research since the mid-1960s [1–14].
Proposals using domain walls (DWs) in soft magnetic
nanostructures [3,4] as key elements have been put forward
to realize magnetic logic gates [5–8], memory devices such
as racetrack memory, magnetic-bead transportation [10],
and multiturn counter sensors with storage capability
[11–14]. The first industrial-device realization was a multi-
turn counter, which can sense and store the number of turns
with a true-power-on functionality. This sensor can count
from 0 to 16 and back, it is manufactured by Novotechnik,
and it is already commercially available (RSM-2800
Multiturn and RMB-3600 Multiturn [15]). The concept
of this kind of sensor is the generation and movement of
180° DWs along giant magnetoresistance nanowires in an
open-loop spiral-like geometry [see Fig. 1(a)]. Many
industrial applications require a significant number of
counts (from hundreds up to millions). However, the
scaling of this particular geometry remains limited, and
this number of counts can thus not be achieved.
A different approach was recently proposed based on
using closed loops with a different number of cusps
directed toward the center of the loop [14]. However, an
issue inherent to the cusp geometry is the double width
caused by the merging of two nanowires at this position.
This characteristic imposes a reduction of the maximum
sensed field before unwanted and uncontrolled random
nucleation is initiated in this wider part. The cusp geometry
thus narrows the field operating window (FOW) of the
sensor, which is defined by the difference between the
maximum magnetic field above which unwanted DW
nucleation occurs and the minimum field necessary for a
(a) Three-t Three-t(b)
FIG. 1. (a) A three-turn open-loop spiral with a DW nucleation
pad and a pointed end. The enlargement shows the polygon-
shaped corner with 22.5° kink angles typically used [15].
(b) A three-turn closed-loop structure with two cross-shaped
intersections. Note that, in a real device, the distance between two
crosses is expected to be much larger than the wire width
effectively decoupling the crosses.
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reliable transport of the DW throughout the whole struc-
ture. Compared to a perfectly straight stripe, the minimum
field necessary for propagation through a cusp is also
significantly increased. Thus, the FOW is narrowed by an
increased minimum and a reduced maximum operating
field, making this device geometry challenging for real use.
Because of the limitations imposed by the reduced FOW,
there is a need for the development of alternative concepts.
A possible different concept uses the combination of
intersecting closed loops capable of counting coprime
numbers of turns. This concept includes a different geo-
metrical feature, namely, a cross of nanowires to allow the
intertwining of loops [Fig. 1(b)] [16]. This geometry
fundamentally allows for a much improved multiturn
counter. We name such a structure an n-CL, where n is
the number of closed loops. For example, Fig. 1(b) shows a
3-CL device with three closed loops and two crossings that
can count three turns. Every n-CL contains a minimum of 2
and a maximum of 2n − 2 DWs for sensing.
An intrinsic characteristic of the closed-loop structure
[Fig. 1(b)]—and, arguably, the essential one—is the pos-
sibility of automatically resetting back to counting from 0
after achieving the maximum number of turns offered by the
architecture. Using this resetting mechanism with the con-
cept of coprime number counting permits us to achieve
counting of a much larger number of turns. This type of
counting is allowed by positioning several n-CLs next to
each other, with n ¼ 3, 5, 7, and so forth, with n being the
coprime number. The results of individual structures are
combined to enable counting up to large numbers. The
simultaneous use of a 3-CL, a 5-CL, and a 7-CL (Table I)
yields different sequences of output states allowing a
maximum count of 3 × 5 × 7 ¼ 105 turns, which is already
more than any open-loop structure [Fig. 1(a)] could ever do.
The method is scalable and, with seven different n-CLs
(n ¼ 5, 7, 9, 13, 16, 17, and 19), thenumber of turns available
is already 5 × 7 × 9 × 13 × 16 × 17 × 19 ≈ ð21 × 106Þ.
This closed-loop multiturn sensor thus opens up addi-
tional fields of applications where the open multiturn
counter would be inefficient, such as, for example, for
highly sensitive angle detection via pole wheels.
However, a fundamental problem for this sensor oper-
ation arises at the eventuality that a DW does not propagate
straight through the cross but instead takes a turn and
thereby changes its path leading to a counting failure event.
This event is particularly likely if the external field
direction that drives the DW through the cross is not well
controlled. Therefore, more sophisticated device geom-
etries than the one shown in Fig. 1(b) are needed for reliable
device operation, robustness, and fault tolerance.
In this paper, we present an alternative sensor architecture
that reliably counts large numbers of complete turns of a
rotating applied magnetic field. The structure is designed to
comprise an alternative syphon-shaped element in addition to
the cross-shaped intersections of nanowires [17]. This design
allows for the desired control of the propagation direction of
the DW under the application of a rotating field. First, we
introduce thevarious possible states that can be present in the
cross structure and explain the necessity for a syphon
structure. Second, the angular dependence of the crossing
and the syphon are separately simulated to extract the critical
points of the two geometries. Finally, the results are com-
bined to observe the behavior of a complete structure. We
identify the three key parameters that allow us to gauge
the reliability of the structure, and optimized devices are
demonstrated for further improvements of the concept.
II. CONCEPT FOR A DW-BASED MULTITURN
COUNTER WITH CROSSES
AND SYPHON ELEMENTS
To overcome the limitations caused by the cusp
geometry, we propose an alternative concept, schematically
shown in Fig. 1(b). Here, the inner and outer ends of the
spiral of Fig. 1(a) are connected via a nanowire, generating
a cross-shaped intersection. In magnetically soft wires,
the nucleation field for a DW follows a simple Stoner-
Wohlfarth–like model [18], and it is thus an inverse





fold increase of the width of the nanowire in its diagonal,
compared to a twofold increase with the cusp geometry
[14]. Quantitatively, with a 30-nm-thick and 300-nm-wide
stripe of Ni81Fe19, the nucleation field is therefore
improved by at least 40% by utilizing a cross structure.
The propagation of DWs in straight and curved wires is
well established [4], and the motion of a DW through the
cross has been studied [19,20]. However, the details of the
reliability of this process are still under active investigation
due to the complex dynamics involved in the process.
In this section, which is dedicated to an explanation of the
concept of the sensor mechanism, we use a transverse-
domain-wall type as a simple representation of a DW.
The quasistatic states before and after traveling through
the cross are represented in Fig. 2. They illustrate the
process of a moving DW in the horizontal arm from the left
to the right side under conditions where the magnetization
of the vertical arm is in an energetically favored state,
TABLE I. Table summarizing the output of the devices for
different count numbers.
Maximum number of turns 3-CL 5-CL 7-CL
State of the device after 1 turn 1 1 1
2 turns 2 2 2
3 turns 3 3 3
4 turns 1 4 4
5 turns 2 5 5
6 turns 3 1 6
16 turns 1 1 2
31 turns 1 1 3
91 turns 1 1 7
106 turns 1 1 1
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i.e., parallel to some component of the applied field [see
Fig. 2(a)]. Since both branches have the same width, the
magnetization structure in the cross is stray-field-free.
When the DW is to the left of the cross [Fig. 2(a)], there
is a continuous magnetic flux from bottom to left and from
right to top. The magnetization is along a 135° direction in
the core of the cross. When the DW has moved through the
cross, the core magnetization is rotated by 90° in the
clockwise direction, thereby forming a stray-field-free state
[Fig. 2(b)] again.
In Fig. 3, we present the second possible starting
configuration. In this case, the magnetization of the vertical
arm is in a high energetic state, as the magnetization is
antiparallel to some component of the applied field.
Nevertheless, the magnetization pattern of the cross is
stray-field-free, and the core magnetization is directed in
a 225° direction, as shown in Fig. 3(a). As a result of this
configuration, the magnetizations in the top, bottom, and
right arms are in a higher energetic state. Therefore, the DW
could travel horizontally or vertically (up or down), resulting
in the three states shown in Figs. 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d). Only
the movement in the horizontal path [Fig. 3(b)] yields a
stray-field-free configuration (switching of the core mag-
netization by 90°, from225° to 315°).Anypropagation of the
DW into the up or down arms results in a magnetization
structure with a 180° DW [Fig. 3(c)] or an antivortex state
[Fig. 3(d)] in its center.
From an energetic point of view, the energy barrier to
overcome in the final states in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) is higher
than in the sole horizontal depinning in Fig. 3(b). This
higher energy barrier is due to the required energy to create
an additional DWat the cross. From this simple picture, we
intuitively expect a preferred DW motion in the horizontal
direction toward the stray-field-free state in Fig. 3(b) instead
of the more energetic states in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). Despite
those differing energy barriers for the different final states, if
the applied field exhibits a large component along the
vertical direction, the DW is likely to move vertically,
resulting in a failure of the operation of the sensor device.
Therefore, it is desirable to constrain the DW propagation to
angles of around α ¼ 0° and 180°, respectively.
However, in a simple closed-loop multiturn counter, the
DWs are moved by a rotating magnetic field. We consider,
in this case, a clockwise rotation of the field. The motion in
the horizontal nanowire starts depending on the natural
pinning strength for a head-to-head DW in the wires at field
directions of around α ¼ 70°–80° because the horizontal
component of the applied field is sufficient to depin. Under
these conditions, the DWwould not reliably travel from the
left arm to the right arm as desired, but instead into one of
the vertical arms, as depicted in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d),
resulting in a counting error of the sensor. To prevent this
failure, we introduce an innovative alternative syphonlike
geometry (Fig. 4).
This syphon has the aim of pinning the DW in its arms
until the field angle is favorable for a propagation only in
the horizontal direction. For example, in Fig. 4(a), with
α ¼ 45° and θ ¼ 45° (syphon-arm angle), β, the angle that
is perpendicular to the syphon arm, is 0°; thus, the applied
field is perpendicular to the syphon arm, and the DW is
pinned in the arm. In Fig. 4(b), with the applied field angle
α ¼ 30°, the angle β ¼ 15°; thus, there exists a component
of the field along the syphon arm, and the DW can depin.
At field angles lower than α ¼ 45°, a larger torque is
(c) Head-to-Head DW













FIG. 2. Sketch of a DW configuration before and after moving
across a cross with an energetically favored magnetization state of
the vertically oriented arm. α is the angle between the applied
field direction and the horizontal direction. (a) A DW positioned
before the cross in the left arm. A field H at α ¼ 45° moves the
DW toward the cross. (b) A DW positioned in the right arm after
moving through the cross. Schematic representation of (c) a head-
to-head DWand (d) a tail-to-tail DW. The color code indicates the
in-plane magnetization direction, as shown by the color wheel.
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FIG. 3. Sketch of the DW configuration before and after
moving through a cross with the possible resulting magnetization
structures. α is the angle between the applied field direction and
the horizontal direction. The applied field can remagnetize the
horizontal arm or the vertical arm. (a) The DW is positioned
before the cross in the left arm. A field H inclined at 45° moves
the DW toward the cross. For α ¼ 45°, the DW can be positioned
in any of the three arms after moving through the cross. (b) A DW
placed in the right arm. (c) A DW placed in the upper (wrong) arm
and (d) a DW positioned in the lower (wrong) arm. In (a) and (b),
the cross is DW-free. In (c), a 180° DW and in (d) an antivortex
DW is located in the center of the cross. Additionally, in (d), the
head-to-head DWmust transform into a tail-to-tail DW during the
movement through the cross. The in-plane magnetization direc-
tion is indicated by the color code visible in the color wheel.
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provided in the horizontal direction than in the vertical, thus
favoring horizontal propagation through the cross, as
depicted in Fig. 4(b).
Thus far, this conceptual discussion compares quasistatic
states. The complexity of the DW motion under an applied
external field can also yield other transitions. Therefore,
extensive micromagnetic simulations need to be performed
to study the influence of the syphon geometry on the DW
motion through the cross. The latter is then the key step to
finding parameters that minimize failure and optimize
reliability.
The entire previous discussion is based on an analysis of
a head-to-head DW with α being between 90° and 0° or 0°
and 270°. By analogy, this analysis is equally applicable to
a tail-to-tail DWwith α being between 90° and 180° or 180°
and 270°.
III. MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS
All of the simulations are performed with the software
MUMAX3 [21] on graphics processing units. The material
parameters used for Ni81Fe19 are as follows: the saturation
magnetization Ms ¼ 860 kA=m, the exchange constant
A ¼ 1.3 × 10−11 J=m, no magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
and a Gilbert damping of 0.01. The thickness of the
material is 30 nm, the width of the stripe is 300 nm,
and the cell size is kept below 5 × 5 × 15 nm3. The various
relevant parts of the structure (the cross and the syphon) are
separately investigated. A separate analysis is possible
since the pinning potential in the syphon due to the corners
is sufficiently strong to mask any attraction from the center
of the cross. The two elements are then effectively
decoupled and can be investigated individually in detail.
While we used a transverse DW as a simple representation
of a DW in the previous section, the cross section, as well as
material used in the experiments and the micromagnetic
simulations, will favor a vortex DW. All simulations are
thus started with a vortex DW that corresponds to the
experimentally expected wall spin structure.
A. Crossing of two magnetic stripes
Thus far, the poorly controlled nature of DW propagation
through the cross without a syphon has been an effect that
limits the use of n-CL structures for sensors. Despite
some studies on the propagation of the DW in split paths
[19,22–24], DW dynamics propagating through the center
of the cross is not yet fully understood, particularly its
behavior about the reversal of the vertical arm of the cross.
A systematic study of DW propagation is performed by
changing both the applied field strength and the orientation.
An initial configuration is obtained by placing a tail-to-tail
vortex DW on the left arm and letting the system relax
under no external applied field. A field with a chosen
direction and magnitude is then applied, and the system is
left to relax. Different testing conditions are then probed to
determine whether the desired behavior is obtained,
namely, the motion from left to right through the cross
without the reversal of a vertical arm.
The orange circles represent the pinning of the DW in the
center [Fig. 5(b) and Video 1], the red diamonds the
reversal of the vertical arm [Fig. 5(c) and Video 3], and
the blue diamonds the successful propagation through the
cross [Figs. 2, 3(b), and Video 2]. We notice that, since the
domain wall is tail to tail, the angular range for α is between
90° and 270° (centered around 180°), enabling the wall to
propagate from left to right.
The simulations are performed for the angle range
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FIG. 4. Sketch of the DW motion through a cross combined
with a 45° syphon. θ is the angle of the syphon arm with respect to
the horizontal direction, α is the field angle with respect to the
horizontal direction, and β is the angle between the perpendicular
direction with the wire containing the DW and the applied field
direction. (a) A DW is pinned at the beginning of the syphon in
the left arm for H inclined at 45°, resulting in no longitudinal
component to move the DW into the syphon (β ¼ 0°). (b) The
DW moved through the cross with H inclined at 30° (β ¼ 15°).
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 5. (a) Polar plot of the angular dependence of a tail-to-tail
DW propagation, with field orientation and magnitude repre-
sented as radius and angle, respectively. The blue circles indicate
successful propagation through the cross; the red diamonds
represent a reversal of the vertical arm, and the orange the
pinning at the cross. (b) Spin structure of a DW pinned at a cross.
(c) Snapshot of magnetization dynamics showing the splitting of
the DW generating the reversal of the vertical arm in addition to
the horizontal arm and thus representing a failure event. The in-
plane magnetization direction is indicated by the color code
visible in the color wheel.
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all the interesting switching behavior. The field amplitude
is also kept below 45 mT, which is the nucleation-field
value of a wire in our system extracted from the Stoner-
Wohlfarth model [25]. Indeed, if the field reaches higher
values, DWs can nucleate in the closed system, destroying
the two studied spin structures. The applied field can be
rotated clockwise or counterclockwise in the device.
However, from symmetry arguments, it is sufficient to
scan one direction, so we scan the plot starting from 240°
toward 110° for different magnitudes of the field. At the
first data points (230°), only failure events are encountered,
i.e., pinning below 20 mT and vertical-arm reversal above.
The first propagation is reached for 20 mT at 220°.
Regarding field strengths, the first propagation occurs at
15 mT for a range of 10° centered around 180°, indicating
that the lowest depinning field is between 10 and 15 mT
(not observable due to our field step size). We observe an
increase of the angular range of propagation as the field
strength increases. This tendency continues until 25 mT,
where the first reversal of the vertical arm occurs. The
depinning dependence appears to not be symmetrical
around the x axis due to the smaller applied torque to
the DWat lower angles while it is pinned in the center of the
cross. At the entrance of the cross, the abrupt change in
magnetostatics constitutes a potential well for the DW. The
DW in the wire is confined to a pseudo-one-dimensional
structure and keeps a well-defined vortex wall internal
structure with two edge defects. At the cross, however, due
to the lack of vertical confinement, one of the two edge
defects annihilates and renucleates on the opposite side of
the horizontal arm, while the other topological defect is
spread across the vertical arm, effectively reducing the stray
field [see Fig. 5(b)].
The fact that the half edge defect present in the stripe is
always the one with the lower stray field thus supports our
interpretation. Above 25 mT, the angular range decreases
due to the large vertical component of the applied field,
which promotes the propagation along the vertical arm. At
45 mT, an angular range of 10° for the propagation is still
present in the bottom quadrant. No reversal of the vertical
arm is observed in the top quadrant because the vertical
component of the applied field is parallel to the magneti-
zation. Concerning the vertical-arm reversal, the variety of
spin configurations [26,27] that the DW can acquire at high
fields while interacting with the center of the cross makes
the dynamics complex.
The average magnetization and the energy-density-
term evolution across time is shown in Fig. 6 for the
three characteristic events described previously. As
expected, the average x component is larger for the pinning
case than for the two others due to the incomplete reversal
of the horizontal arm. Similarly, a strong change of the
average y component is observable in the vertical-reversal
case. Considering the energy-density terms, the total energy
density is mainly driven by the Zeeman energy density
of the system. In the three cases, an increase in the
Zeeman energy density first occurs due to the ramp-up
of the applied field that follows a functional dependence
of the form B ¼ fBext½1 − expð−t=5e−10Þ cosðαÞ,
Bext½1 − expð−t=5e−10Þ sinðαÞ; 0g. The following decrease
is due to the DWmovement switching the magnetization to
a lower energy state. The magnitude of the Zeeman energy
 = 210°
B = 30 mT
VIDEO 3. Snapshot of the magnetization dynamics showing
the DW reversing the vertical arm under an applied field with
α ¼ 210° and strength ¼ 30 mT. The in-plane magnetization
direction is indicated by the color code visible in the color wheel.
 = 210°
B = 20 mT
VIDEO 2. Snapshot of the magnetization dynamics showing
the DW propagating through the center of the cross-shaped
element under an applied field with α ¼ 210° and strength ¼
20 mT. The in-plane magnetization direction is indicated by the
color code visible in the color wheel.
 = 210°
B = 10 mT
VIDEO 1. Snapshot of the magnetization with the DW pinned
around in the center. Snapshot of themagnetization with the DWis
pinned in the center of the cross-shaped element under an applied
field with α ¼ 210° and strength ¼ 10 mT. The in-plane mag-
netization direction is indicated by the color code visible in the
color wheel.
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density at equilibrium is then directly proportional to the
amount of magnetic material switched in the direction of
the applied field. For the pinned case, half of the horizontal
wire is switched, for the successful propagation, the whole
horizontal wire is switched, and, for the vertical reversal,
the entire system is switched.
Owing to the rotating field used in the actual sensor-
device concept, if the vertical arm has a magnetization
antiparallel to the applied field, the reversal of the vertical
arm is likely to occur, resulting in a failure event. For
example, if a tail-to-tail DW is found to the left of the cross
when a field of 40 mT is applied along 200°, according to
Fig. 5(a), its propagation will lead to a reversal of the
vertical arm. To overcome this issue, we next introduce
additionally the syphon element, which will constrain the
propagation through the cross at applied field angles close
to 180°.
B. Syphon element
The syphon structure comprises two horizontal wire
segments connected by a tilted wire at an angle θ from the
horizontal direction (Fig. 4). The goal is to limit the
movement of the DW to field directions that lead to
successful horizontal DW propagation without vertical
DW propagation, as represented by the blue area in
Fig. 5(a). The syphon arms are placed on each side of
the cross to allow for the use of the device with a clockwise
and counterclockwise rotating field.
In simulations, a DW is initialized at the top-left
horizontal arm of the syphon and propagated toward the
right. The two final configurations are the desired propa-
gation shown in Fig. 7(b) or the pinning of the DW in
the center of the arm [Fig. 7(c)]. Different syphon angles
[θ in Fig. 4(b)] are simulated. The results can be seen on the
polar plot in Fig. 7(a). In Fig. 7(a), we present only the limit
between pinning and propagation. The circles are the
simulation results, while the lines are the fitting of the
results for an angle of the syphon arm [Eq. (1)] with θ
varying from 85° to 60° in steps of 5° (the left syphon arm).
The results for a syphon with θ ¼ 60°, represented in
purple, show that the domain wall will propagate through
the syphon for field values between 7 and 45 mT and angle
values between 180° and 205° (the purple line). However,
the domain wall will be pinned for applied fields at any
angle higher than the limit marked by the solid line. The
other syphon angles exhibit similar behavior, but with
different limits.
We study the left arm of the syphon since all results can
be applied to the right syphon by reflection symmetry along
the vertical axis. Similarly, because of the symmetry of the
system, if the angle of the applied field is smaller than
α ¼ 180°, the DW will propagate through the first syphon
arm and the cross, but not across the second syphon arm.
Thus, we are then interested only in the angles where α is
between 180° and 220°. From the results, we find that the
angular range increases with the magnitude of the applied
field and the reduction of the syphon angle (θ).
The propagation of the DW through the syphon element
is described by a model of a DW in a straight wire under the
application of a field with axial and transverse components
[28,29]. In a one-dimensional model [30,31], the torque on
the DW from the applied field can be approximated as
μ0HextMs sinf½ð3πÞ=2 − θ − αg, and it is maximal when








FIG. 6. Time evolution of (a) the energy-density terms and
(b) x and y components of the magnetization in the case of the
DW being pinned at the cross (field, α ¼ 210°; strength, 10 mT).
Time evolution of (c) the energy-density terms and (d) the x and y
components of the magnetization in the case of a DW propagating
through the cross (field, α ¼ 210°; strength, 20 mT). Time
evolution of (e) the energy-density terms and (f) the x and y
components of the magnetization in the case of a DW inducing
vertical-arm reversal (field, α ¼ 210°; strength, 30 mT).
(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 7. (a) Polar plot depicting the limit between pinning
and propagation at the syphon arms. The circles are simulation
results for the syphon angle θ ¼ 85°, 80°, 75°, 70°, 65°, and 60°,
respectively, in green, blue, red, black, orange, and purple. The
lines are the fitting curves of the simulated data based on Eq. (1).
Taking the results for θ ¼ 60° (the purple line), the DW pinning
occurs for field angles larger than 205°, the propagation is
allowed for field angles between 180° and 205° and field
strengths larger than 7 mT. (b) Successful propagation of the
DW through the syphon. (c) Pinning at the center of the syphon.
The in-plane magnetization direction is indicated by the color
code visible in the color wheel.
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magnetization in the stripe. From the latter, we extract the





− θ − αÞj ; ð1Þ
with Hp being the pinning field in the structure due to the
corner geometry. ForHp ¼ 3.5 mT, we notice the excellent
agreement with the model. The syphon arm can thus
prevent the DW from propagating for field directions
outside the desired angular range. In a real device, the
edge roughness might affect the propagation field in the
syphon element. The result is likely to be a larger required
longitudinal component of the field along the syphon arm
to allow for the depinning of the DW. Although we have not
investigated the effect of edge roughness, in our opinion,
the behavior at the cross will not be affected, and that of the
propagation fields through the syphon might increase a
little, but the angular dependence will remain.
IV. FULL DEVICE GEOMETRY
Finally, we now combine both syphon and cross ele-
ments for the creation of a reliable device geometry with the
desired domain-wall propagation properties. The creation
of the angular dependence of a complete device is simply
accomplished by merging the angular dependences of the
two elements. This merger is justified since the interaction
between the elements is small due to the physical distance
separating them. The results are shown in Fig. 8, where the
following scheme is chosen to represent the results: if the
DW propagates across both elements as desired, field
direction and strength are represented by a green diamond.
If a vertical reversal can still occur then, the diamonds are
red. The black diamonds represent the configurations where
the DW would be pinned in the syphon arm but, if released
in the cross, would still successfully propagate. We call this
the buffer zone. All of the irrelevant points of the cross-
related effects are now colored with less intensity (in other
words, faded). A device made of a certain cross and syphon
is expected to function properly if no red diamonds (vertical
reversal) are seen and if the buffer zone is large enough to
account for stochastic events due to thermal activation and
irregularities, which would broaden the micromagnetically
computed working range boundaries.
The merging of a cross and a syphon arm with an angle
θ ¼ 60° yields the polar plot in Fig. 8(a) (device no. 1). We
note that the field is rotating and that all nonfaded points
need to be examined to assess whether a device is working.
We notice that, in the allowed range of device no. 1, the
application of a field larger than 25 mT would lead to a
reversal of the vertical arm since there is no buffer region
above it. If we are to define an angle operating window
(AOW) between the largest working angle 200° (at 25 mT)
and 180°, device no. 1 has an AOW of 20°. It is useful to
define a field operating window (FOW) between the
depinning field limit and the central-arm reversal limit.
For device no. 1, the FOW is 10 mT (15–25 mT). Finally,
the robustness of the structure to processing irregularities
and stochasticity can be identified by the smallest black
angular range. For device no. 1, the robustness is on the
order of 15° at 25 mT. We believe that for a device, the best
parameters are met for a large FOW, a small AOW, and a
wide buffer zone or robustness to irregularities due to
device fabrication. A summary of the values for those
parameters are found in Table II.
The second plot [Fig. 8(b)] represents the characteristics of
device no. 2. Device no. 2 is created bymerging the cross to a
syphon arm of 80°. This device has a passing field up to the
theoretical nucleation field of the structure (no vertical-arm
reversal). The FOW of device no. 2 is 25 mT (20–45 mT),
which represents a substantial improvement over device
no. 1. The AOW is also reduced to 10°. However, the buffer
zone is only 5° at 45 mTand thus the operation is vulnerable
to defects. The latter is due to the strong enlargement of the
vertical-arm-reversal area as the magnitude of the field
increases.
We now optimize the cross with the best syphon angle to
enlarge the buffer region. The dimensions in the center of the
cross are reduced from 300 to 210 nm (device no. 3). This
reduction increases the nucleation field, and potentially also
the propagation field. The results of the reduction are seen onFIG. 8. (a) Polar plot of the combination of a cross with a syphon
arm of angle 60° (device no. 1). Orange represents pinning of the
domainwall due to a field strength that is too low.Green represents
the propagation through the full structure; the red circles are
the reversal of the vertical arm, and the black region is where the
device could potentially still beworking if propagation through the
syphon is facilitated. We refer to this region as a buffer zone.
(b) A similar plot for a devicewith syphon angle 80° (device no. 2).
(c) A similar plot for an optimized device with a cross center of
210 nm and syphon angle 80° (device 3). The black line is the
fitting limit expressed previously for the chosen syphon arm.
TABLE II. Summary of the three defining parameters of the
n-CL device for the three presented architectures.
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Angle operating window (deg) 20 10 10
Field operating window (mT) 10 25 25
Minimum buffer zone (deg) 15 5 15
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the faded points in Fig. 8(c). The depinning occurs at 5-mT-
higher values, but the angular range at 45 mT is much larger.
Because of the selection of the syphon angle, the increase in
the depinning field has no impact on the performance of the
device. The robustness of device no. 3 is then drastically
improved to 15° at 45 mT compared to no. 2, with no loss of
FOW, thus providing the necessary reliability to the struc-
ture. Depending on the desired parameter range for the
FOW, tailored combinations of a syphon and a cross
structure allow for the creation of optimum conditions for
maximum-reliability operation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an innovative alternative non-
volatile sensor concept based on magnetic DWs that will
allow for counting up to millions of turns of an applied
external rotatingmagnetic field. The concept requires the use
of the cross-shaped intersections of nanowires forming
intertwined loops. We explore the DW propagation in this
cross-shaped geometry and obtain different states of the
crosswhile interactingwith a domainwall.We find that,with
a simple cross, some configurations (where the applied field
and themagnetization in the vertical arm are antiparallel) are
generating the failure event for the sensor operation.
We develop a syphon structure comprising a tilted wire
to overcome the problems leading to failure events. We
simulate elements under fields of different strengths and
angles to identify their operating conditions. The cross
yields a complex DW behavior characterized by three
physical mechanisms: the propagation through the cross,
the pinning at the cross, and the reversal of a vertical arm.
The syphon arm for different syphon angles is modeled via
a hyperbolic dependence on the angle of the applied field.
The syphon structure successfully allows for the pinning of
the DW in angular ranges where the applied field configu-
ration corresponding to the magnetization state in the cross
would yield a failure if the domain wall were to propagate
into the cross region at these field directions and field
strengths.
Finally, the combination of the two elements allows for
the identification of an angular operating window, a field
operating window, and a robustness factor; the three of
them allow for an easy identification of a reliable structure,
which is essential for designing the geometries of reliable
devices of this generation of multiturn sensor.
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